
Head teacher’s Awards This Week 

A massive well done to everyone for working so hard on their home learning this week. It 

was really hard for teachers to choose. Please too keep the photos coming….. 

Casper in Year 1 for showing enthusiasm in his home learning and Amber for being so kind 

and caring to all the children.  

Esah in Beanstalk class for working really hard doing all the work and activities that have 

been set this week - his enthusiasm is inspiring! 

Alfie from Pine for producing the most inspirational list poem about Ten things you Find in a 
Roblox Pocket and for working really hard and independently all week. 
 
Ayush from Oak for using more vocabulary each day to request things. 

 

Inbar for being a home working machine!  

Heidi in Elm for such a positive attitude to her work, for giving 100% in the Joe Wick’s PE 

lesson and for doing it all with a lovely smile.  

Cody in Ash for his piano playing on Tuesday. He literally sat at the piano for over an hour 

concentrating on learning a few different pieces of music! 

Hannah in Elm for always being the first to turn in her daily assignments and posting 'good 
morning' messages to her friends every day.  
 
Lewis in Lime for being brilliant all week. He just gets on with everything with good humour 
and a smile on his face like his sisters. Amazing!! 
 
Isaac has been fantastic in Year 5. Really calm and just getting on with his work efficiently  
 
Ella in Cherry’s submitted work has clearly had lots of thought and care spent on it, it's 
lovely to see her flourishing in this independent working style.  
 
Whole of Olive class for doing all their work enthusiastically- For taking responsibility for 
their own learning.  For being up at 6.30 in the morning clambering for work. 
   
Ronik in Fir for making lots of great choices this week. He has been a super star.  
and Daisy Phillips as she has been uploading videos and work daily.  
 
Harry Greaves in Palm as he has kept Mrs La Vertue updated daily with his activities 
including Skype calls with his aunt to find out about toys from the past, woodwork in the 
garden and continued practice of his self- taught trumpet playing. This is on top of the tasks 
sent home from school. 
 
Frances in Ash for great independent learning and helping others and Ben for working hard 
at his online learning on google classroom. 
 


